
SWOT OF WALMART

Here's the SWOT analysis of Walmart that highlights the business values, mission statement, competitors, profits, and
revenue of the world's largest retail.

Female employees are discriminated in regards to promotions and pay scale as per this lawsuit. Its
merchandise mix consists of three main categories that are grocery, health and wellness and general
merchandise. Walmart is admired for its technologically advanced information system for order tracking,
inventory, customer relationship management and sales that can be tracked in real time for better decision
making and more efficient supply chain management. Walmart can improve its HR management standards and
product quality standards to improve firm performance. Many people pop in to pick up jeans but leave with a
cart full of groceries. Huge gains from implementing best practices. Read the article and get a detailed sketch
of this retail giant through the SWOT analysis of Walmart. It offers the largest range of products at most
affordable prices. It has excellent operations in all the locations. Strategic alliances â€” Walmart has the
opportunity to create strategic partnerships with major firms or merge with other global retailers. The scale of
operations afforded by Walmart means that it can achieve better economies of scale, especially in terms of the
volume of products it sells. Growing e-commerce operations will also help the brand grow its revenue and net
profits better. It has built a customer friendly brand image. You can pick up camping gear but also hair dye all
just a few aisles over. These opportunities are linked to the global economic situation. Harvard Business
School. The firm does not have significant competitive differentiators, except for its business size and prices.
As the trend toward healthier eating continues, Walmart has the opportunity to introduce special products
related to this trend, including more organic and gluten-free options. Gender discrimination â€” A lawsuit was
filed against Walmart in that allegedly claimed gender discrimination in job opportunities at Walmart.
Brea-Solis, H. Tell us what you think? Walmart has more than stores worldwide. This means that it can ensure
that shelves are stocked at all times in order to maximise sales. The recessionary periods are still a threat
because customers still tend to spend less and not purchase so many items even from a retailer like Walmart,
including fewer electronics and entertainment purchases. This has caused the retailer significant money as well
as tarnished its brand reputation. This generation of consumers likes to shop online and is a high tech savvy
generation. India is still not open to Foreign direct investment but Walmart entered the Indian market by
buying a large and controlling stake in the Indian e-commerce brand Flipkart. Not only can you order to the
shop to pick up yourself but you can also ship products directly to your home. Whether this will be a smart
financial decision is still up in the air. Human Resource Management â€” Employees are the key assets of
Walmart. Opportunities: Branching out in various ways Walmart could focus more on expanding to markets
not yet ventured such as Latin America and China. No mental shift required. The products are not listed in an
organized way on the website, and it runs slowly. Fake craft beer controversy â€” Walmart was sued for
selling fake craft beer in  Effective resource management â€” Walmart efficiently manages its resources
including information systems, supply chain networks, distribution facilities, knowledge, and other skills. This
backlash continues throughout the world and also can lead to a tarnished brand reputation. References Bell, D.
During the recent years, Walmart has increased the wages but yet, the HR environment and culture at Walmart
needs to be innovated to provide the workers with security and satisfaction. Certain diets, like keto, are
growing in popularity. Additionally, these companies have a relatively good reputation for treating their
employees well compared to Walmart. Walmart can do more with its other formats, including those larger
stores with a full grocery store as well as compete with other supermarkets by offering new grocery formats.
Strengths: Brand recognition across the globe Walmart is well-known around the globe. The brand is serving
millions of customers through its e-retail channels and stores.


